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// RANSOMWARE
A type of cyberattack wherein a malicious 
party hacks into an unsecure network and 
threatens to publish or delete the victim’s 
data, or perpetually block access to it 
unless a ransom is paid

Ransomware attacks are rapidly becoming one of the 
fastest growing cybercrimes. Healthcare, especially in 
the United States, is a primary target.

The growth of Ransomware is due both to the 
psychology of the attacker, as well as the method and 
sophistication of the attack.

In about the time it takes you to read this page, a 
ransomware attack will have claimed a new victim. The 
U.S. healthcare sector is the primary global target. This 
ebook explores what we know about ransomware and 
what you can do to prevent being the next victim.
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THE THREAT

A ransomware attack happens  
several times each minute

Attacks were up more than 
40% during Q3 2020 alone

U.S. Healthcare is 
the primary target

CISA, FBI and HHS Issued 
Cybercrime Warnings to 
Healthcare Providers in 2020



// 28 OCT 2020
The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), 
the FBI and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security 
Agency (CISA) issued an announcement that they had 
“credible information of an increased and imminent 
cybercrime threat to U.S. hospitals and healthcare 
providers.”  The threat is targeted at hospitals and providers, 
with a group of Russian cybercriminals overheard saying 
they had targeted 400 healthcare systems. 

The story hit the media immediately and created a flurry of 
urgent attention across the industry.

// 06 JAN 2020
Geopolitical tensions and threats had been previously 
mentioned as a danger to the healthcare landscape.

Official Alerts



// WIPER ATTACKS
As the name suggests, a wiper attack simply erases all data 
without giving the victim a chance to buy it back.

Implications of this imminent threat:

	Entire machines often can’t be  
rebuilt after a wiper attack

	Victims are forced to reformat  
or replace entire systems

	And IBM research has shown the  
fallout from a wiper attack costs  
about $200 million on average

https://healthitsecurity.com/news/is-healthcare-prepared-to-respond-to-cyber-threats-beyond-ransomware

In addition to whatever ransom you may have to pay, recent attacks have seen systems forced to go offline. When this happens, critical 
business cannot be conducted, care teams are relegated to paper and pen, surgeries are postponed, ambulances are re-routed, and many 
other tech-controlled processes that we take for granted are suddenly gone. Lives are on the line. And your organization — already under 
extreme physical, mental and financial stress from COVID-19 — will face additional challenges that may actually break you. 

Ripple Effects
of Cyberattacks



The Psychology of a Ransomware Attack

2020 Ransomware Attacks were Increasingly 
Nation State Actors

Russia
Ryuk Malware

Iran
Wiper Malware

THE CYBERCRIMINAL SPECTRUM

WE ARE HERE

RECREATIONAL

• Seeks fame and notoriety
• Limited tech resources
• Known exploits

CRIMINAL

• Vandalism
• Limited tech capabilities

HACKTIVIST

• Statement
• Relentless
• Emotionally committed
• Vast networks
• Targeted attacks

ORGANIZED CRIME

• Economic gain
• Significant technical capability
• Established syndicates
• Adware, crimeware, IP theft
• A lot of spamming/phishing
• Prominent in ransomware

STATE SPONSORED

• Cyberwar, state secrets, 
industrial espionage

• Highly sophisticated
• Nearly unlimited resources
• Advanced persistent threats

THE VICTIM

A victim’s thoughts after a ransomware attack usually 
follow as such: Can I trust a criminal to restore my data 
after I meet their demands? 

There are some unique characteristics of ransomware. 
The use of ransomware by organized crime is a for-profit 
business. Because it is a cybercrime, attacks are easy to 
initiate and don’t require complicated logistics. There is 
even a certain level of “customer service” provided, such 
as FAQ pages. Also, it is usually in the criminal’s interest 
to restore your data after a ransom is paid. It keeps their 
“brand reputation” intact for the next attack.

THE PERPETRATOR

From a criminal’s point of view, these cybercrimes 
offer more reward with less risk:

• The tools are easy to buy and use
• Profit is predictable
• Less risk: no direct contact or sale of data
• Don’t have to find a data buyer
• Can be automated globally
• Less trackable using Bitcoin payments

Ransomware screens can be intimidating or  
transactional — like you are simply buying a software key



The Anatomy of a Ransomware Attack

01 02 03 04
THE BAIT

• Typically comes as an email 
attachment or preview link

• Such as: Invoice, shipment 
document, online file, etc.

• Often very generic, but could 
include a real vendor name or 
even your company name

THE INFECTION

• User’s machine typically 
connected to network, 
shared cloud services, etc.

• Malware (i.e. Trickbot) drops 
a payload that requests a file, 
like BazarLoader

• Ransomware (Ryuk) steals 
info, data, passwords,  
then encrypts to setup a 
double extortion attempt.

RANSOM NOTICE

• Once done, the process 
alerts the user and provides 
payment instructions

• Payment is usually in Bitcoin

• Some even provide 
“Customer Service” info

PAY OR RESTORE

• Critical choices:

 — Pay ransom
 — Restore from backup

• Paying ransom increases  
risk of future attacks 



High-Level Overview of How Ransomware Spreads

Emailing it to huge numbers of 
people, targeting particularly 
the US and UK

Mapped drives, thumb drives, 
Dropbox, Box.com, USB drives, 
storage shares

Browser exploit kits,  
drive-by downloads

RDP ports that have been  
left open to the Internet

Authors have been both nimble 
and persistent – Conti, Trickbot, 
Bazarloader, Ryuk...

May come on its own (often by 
email) or by way of a backdoor 
or downloader, brought along as 
an additional component



The Specifics of the TrickBot Threat

//  TrickBot &  
 BazarLoader/BazarBackdoor

• A tool used by those associated with TrickBot to infect victim networks, 
primarily affecting Windows operating systems

• The loader and backdoor work closely together to infect and communicate 
with the same C2 infrastructure as TrickBot

• Campaigns using Bazar represent a new technique for cybercriminals to 
infect and monetize networks

• Led to the deployment of ransomware, including Ryuk

• BazarLoader has become one of the most commonly used vectors for 
ransomware deployment

How BazarLoader/BazarBackdoor is Deployed

Actors have used these  
filenames to install BazarLoader

01 02 03 04
Phishing emails are typically 
delivered by commercial mass 
email delivery services

Email received by a victim 
will contain a link to an actor-
controlled Google Drive 
document or other free online 
file hosting solutions

Typically purporting  
to be a PDF file

This PDF file usually references a 
failure to create a preview of the 
document and contains a link to 
a URL hosting a malware payload 
in the form of a misnamed or 
multiple extension file

Report-Review26-10.exe

Review _ Report15-10.exe

Document _ Print.exe

Report10-13.exe

Text _ Report.exe

Google Docs PDF document containing a target organization’s logo
Source: FireEye Blog 



TrickBot Indicators

// TrickBot

TrickBot now provides its operators a full suite of tools 
to conduct myriad illegal cyber activities such as:

• Credential harvesting

• Mail exfiltration

• Cryptomining

• Point-of-sale data exfiltration

• Deployment of ransomware,  
such as Ryuk and Conti

// TrickBot & Anchor DNS Malware

TrickBot uses a module named Anchor, which cyber actors typically use in attacks targeting  
high-profile victims.

• As part of the new Anchor toolset, TrickBot developers created Anchor_dns, a tool for sending 
and receiving data from victim machines using Domain Name System (DNS) tunneling.

• Anchor_dns is a backdoor that allows victim machines to communicate with C2 (Command & 
Control) servers over DNS to evade typical network defense products and make their malicious 
communications blend in with legitimate DNS traffic.

After successful execution of the malware, TrickBot copies itself as an executable file 
with a 12-character randomly generated file name (e.g. mfjdieks.exe) and places this 
file in one of the following directories.

C:\Windows\
C:\Windows\SysWOW64\
C:\Users\[Username]\AppData\Roaming\

Once the executable is running and successful in establishing communication the 
executable places malicious modules, examples:

importDll32  importDll64

The malware uses scheduled tasks that run every 15 minutes to ensure persistence 
on the victim machine. After successful execution, anchor_dns further deploys 
malicious batch scripts (.bat) using PowerShell commands. The malware deploys  
self-deletion techniques.

This malware uses the following 
legitimate domains to test Internet 
connectivity:

ipecho[.]net

api[.]ipify[.]org

checkip[.]amazonaws[.]com

ip[.]anysrc[.]net

wtfismyip[.]com

ipinfo[.]io

icanhazip[.]com

myexternalip[.]com

ident[.]me

The anchor_dns malware has 
historically used the following  
C2 (Command & Control)  
servers and domains:

23[.]95[.]97[.]59

51[.]254[.]25[.]115

193[.]183[.]98[.]66

91[.]217[.]137[.]37

87[.]98[.]175[.]85

kostunivo[.]com

chishir[.]com

mangoclone[.]com

onixcellent[.]com

Indicators of TrickBot/Ryuk Compromise For Your IT and Legal Teams



Prevention
Strategies

Reduce Attack Surfaces 

Deploy Crypto Keys

Create Secure People,
Processes & Systems

Creating Secure People,
Processes & Systems

BACKUP & DISASTER
RECOVERY

EMAIL SECURITY 
TRAINING

SETTINGS & ACCESS 
CONTROL

ANTIVIRUS 
MANAGEMENT

PATCHES & UPDATES

SECURITY RISK 
ASSESSMENT

• Employ a comprehensive and regular scheme
• Identify your recovery point and recovery point objectives
• Be sure backups are isolated from live data sources
• Perform regular data integrity tests

• Conduct regular security training
• Emphasize common phishing schemes and current threats

• Alter settings to show hidden file extensions
• Disable files running from AppData/LocalAppData folders

— %APPDATA%
— %TEMP%
— Disable RDP

• Limit end user access to mapped drives
• Install Firewall and block Tor, I2P and restrict to specific ports

• Up-to-date antivirus is essential
• Make sure signatures are up to date
• If possible use a solution that can detect system behavioral 

changes using AI or ML

• Keep current on OS patches and software updates

• Consider regular security risk assessments  
beyond HIPAA requirements 



Recommended Practices for Providers
Providers and hospitals are the primary targets of these attacks

Report all potentially related cyber incidents  
FBI 24/7 CyberWatch Command Center at 855-292-3937

• Establish and practice out of band, non VoIP, communications

• Rehearse IT lockdown protocol and process, including practicing backups 

• Ensure backup of medical records, including eEMR and have a 321-backup strategy

• Expedite patching response plan (IRP) within 24 hours

• Prepare to maintain continuity of operations if attacked 

• Review plans within the next 24 hours should you be hit

• Power down IT where not used 

• Consider limiting use of personal email 

• Be prepared to reroute patients if care is disrupted

• Ensure proper staffing for continuity 

• Know how to contact federal authorities when phones are down, or email has been wiped

• Consider limiting/powering down non-essential Internet facing IT services

• Limit personal email services



Best Practices to Employ — Every Day
Weak passwords, phishing attacks, and failure to patch are often the root cause of ransomware attacks

Additional
Resources The CISA Alert

Includes 
indicators of 
compromise

GO

Trend Micro

Security alert 
with protection 

recommendations

GO

Mandiant

List of domains 
used in past 

malware attacks

GO

.com

Krebs on Security

Details info that 
led to gov’t 

security alerts

GO

ClearDATA Blog

Ongoing 
discussion around 

cybersecurity

GO

1

Know where 
your PHI is, and 
make sure it’s 
encrypted and 
backed up to a 
secured, 
separate 
location.

2

Have a strong 
key management 
strategy that 
ensures the 
encryption keys 
are secured 
separately to 
prevent the 
encrypted data 
from being used.

3

Secure your 
databases.

Make sure your 
anti-malware is 
up to date and 
configured 
properly.

Scan for 
vulnerabilities. 

4

Stop reusing 
weak or already 
compromised 
passwords.

Change your 
user, admin, and 
service account 
passwords.

Review and 
prune accounts.

5

Don’t click links 
that shouldn’t 
be clicked.

Train employees 
on phishing 
awareness ASAP.

6

Tighten up 
content filters 
and domain 
validation on 
email and 
firewalls.

7

Patch those 
security holes.

Stay up-to-date 
on patching.

8

Dust off your 
failover strategy 
and location. 

Test your 
backups for total 
recovery.

(GitHub Account Req’d)

https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/alerts/aa20-302a
https://success.trendmicro.com/solution/000280291
https://gist.github.com/aaronst/6aa7f61246f53a8dd4befea86e832456
https://krebsonsecurity.com/2020/10/fbi-dhs-hhs-warn-of-imminent-credible-ransomware-threat-against-u-s-hospitals/
https://www.cleardata.com/blog
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HEALTHCARE-FOCUSED

ClearDATA was conceived and designed from the ground 

up to serve the mission-critical system needs and regulatory 

requirements of healthcare organizations. Our founders 

drew upon their own experience, as well as that of the top 

engineers, systems architects, and visionaries from the 

healthcare IT and cloud computing industries, to create the 

most robust, secure, reliable, and HIPAA-compliant cloud 

computing solution in the industry.
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